Abstract In common with other types of complex models, energy system models have opaque structures, making it difficult to understand both changes between model versions and the extent of changes described in research papers. In this paper, we develop the principle of model archaeology as a formal method to quantitatively examine the balance and evolution of energy system models, through the ex post analysis of both model inputs and outputs using a series of metrics. These metrics help us to understand how models are developed and used and are a powerful tool for effectively targeting future model improvements. The usefulness of model archaeology is demonstrated in a case study examining the UK MARKAL model. We show how model development has been influenced by the interests of the UK government and the research projects funding model development. Despite these influences, there is clear evidence of a strategy to balance model complexity and accuracy when changes are made. We identify some important long-term trends including higher technology capital costs in subsequent model versions. Finally, we discuss how model archaeology can improve the transparency of research model studies.
Introduction

The Importance of Transparency in Model Evolution
Similar to complex modelling across a range of disciplines, energy system models need to be as clear and transparent as possible to ensure quality assurance for users and replicability for practitioners [1] . Historically, modellers' efforts in this regard have been in terms of comparable documentation [2] , model comparison exercises [3] and a very limited attempt at ex post evaluation of modelling results [4] .
Model transparency and repeatability are even more relevant for energy system models as these technology-rich, economic optimisation models, such as MARKAL/TIMES [5] , MESSAGE [6] and OSeMOSYS [7] , have become critical tools for informing policy and business decisions in lowcarbon energy technologies in many countries [e.g. 8, 9] . One issue for many consumers of the outputs of these models is that the complex structures, containing thousands of resources, technologies, commodities and energy demands (the 'reference energy system' or RES), tend to make the models opaque to outsiders.
Model understanding and transparency would be difficult enough if energy system models were static; however, these complex modelling tools are frequently changed within a cycle of model development, policy use and application to decision-making [10] . As a result, such model changes, which cause important changes in the model outputs, are frequently described in many different places. Yet, understanding the importance of model changes is very important for the research and the policy-making communities. Model changes are often summarised in the literature, but full descriptions would be too verbose to be provided in many cases. Even if a full description is provided, it is often difficult for an outsider to assess the extent and importance of the changes. The new model might be better than the old model or might simply be different, depending on the reasons for the changes. Updates might, for example, facilitate the exploration of new research questions, improve the scope of the model or update the model data. There is also a very real danger that research papers present results from a research model that no longer exists after the paper is published. Inadequate model documentation reduces the transparency and repeatability of an experiment to the extent that DeCarolis et al. [1] argue that energy system models may no longer be classed as scientific models.
Ex post analysis of model evolution can help us to understand the drivers of model development, including the strategies used to keep the model up-to-date and the influences of interested parties such as researchers and policy makers on the development process. In this study, we propose a methodology that we call 'model archaeology' to quantitatively examine the evolution of energy system models through the ex post analyses of both model inputs and outputs. This approach allows us to understand how such models change over time and can help us to more easily explain why different versions produce different results and what the different results may imply for the interpretation of the results. We believe that our quantitative approach complements and improves upon the more traditional qualitative descriptions of model changes that one normally finds in the literature. Model archaeology also complements the limited literature [e.g. 4, 11] on ex post analysis of model outputs (although these studies assess the skill of different model versions against actual developments of the energy system rather than comparing the outputs of different versions of the same model, as we do in this paper).
We know of no studies that combine ex post analyses of inputs and outputs. In this paper, we demonstrate the benefits of model archaeology in a case study of the UK MARKAL model. We hope that other researchers will use model archaeology to objectively assess the extent of model changes in research studies and to better understand how models have evolved, particularly in terms of the model balance between detail and complexity (both between and within sectors of the economy), so that the technique can be refined in the future.
Process of Model Evolution
Complex energy system models are constantly evolving. This is due to a range of interacting drivers including the requirements of policy makers, the availability of new data, the focuses of new projects, movements to new software platforms, research team staff turnover and the emergence of new 'hot topics' in the interdisciplinary field of energy modelling. Modellers can choose to follow any of a number of formal or informal processes to change their models. One variation between models is whether there is a demarcation between production and research versions of a model. In this paper, we refer to the principal version of a model as the 'production' version, and we define any variations of the model that are produced from the production version during research projects as 'research' versions.
In our experience, many, but not all, of the developments from research projects are included in the following production model with the expectation that they will improve the model. Changes often increase the model complexity but do not necessarily make it better; in fact, if there is no discernible improvement in the model accuracy, then some argue that the model is more opaque, more difficult to understand and therefore an inferior model. Moreover, model development through research projects is likely to be piecemeal rather than strategic and could cause the model to become unbalanced.
Other modellers choose to separate the production and research versions of their model. For these models, research versions are produced to answer specific research questions, and a smaller proportion of the changes are likely to be incorporated into the production version, which is likely to be more transparent and less complicated than models that incorporate all research findings. Variations in model outputs between versions are likely to be less significant under this more conservative regime, which might make the model more valuable to some stakeholders (e.g. policy makers looking for a model that produces robust results over several versions) but could lead to divergence between production and research version results over time. Such a conservative approach could unconsciously cause a reluctance to make widespread changes to the model in response to new information and could potentially contribute to poor policy decisions in a process termed negative learning [12] .
Finding sufficient time to keep a model up-to-date can be difficult, particularly for modellers who rely on short-term funding; it can be difficult to gain research funding purely for strategic model updating, particularly because measuring improvements in models is so difficult and often not valued [10] . Research funding is likely to focus on model application and on the sectors of most interest to other academics and policy makers; so, research-led model development is likely to be skewed towards particular sectors. We show in this paper how model archaeology can be used to identify such longterm trends.
Balancing Model Detail and Complexity
An important challenge for modellers is to balance model detail and complexity. Model improvement often takes the form of increasing the detail of model sectors, which increases the model complexity. One reason for this is to gain greater insights into decarbonisation pathways within particular sectors [e.g. 13, 14] . Increasing model complexity is also viewed as a strategy by some modellers to improve the model performance 1 and to reduce the structural uncertainty. For technology-rich models such as those based on the MARKAL/TIMES model generator, improvements tend to target the RES or model topology rather than the underlying 1 It is not possible to assess whether model performance has improved for most energy system models as they project future scenarios. Moreover, adding complexity does not necessarily improve the model performance: A black box approach can be more accurate than an explicit description that is unable to capture some key characteristics of a phenomenon. paradigm and equations, despite the latter being a comparable source of structural uncertainty (see the uncertainty matrix in [15] ). For example, studies have shown that the optimal take-up of energy efficiency improvements varies greatly depending on the model paradigm and boundaries [16, 17] .
The disadvantage of increasing the complexity of a model, for example by increasing the size of the energy system structure, is that it tends to reduce the transparency and repeatability of any model-based experiments [1] . More complex models are more difficult to maintain and are more likely to contain erroneous data (which is also then more difficult for the modeller to find and correct). For these reasons, some authors contend that models should be as simple as possible within the bounds of the research question [18, 19] .
Model archaeology can quantify changes to the model complexity over time and so can assist modellers in understanding whether there is an appropriate balance between complexity and detail. Moreover, the model archaeology metrics can also be used to compare the complexity of models using similar paradigms, which could be particularly useful for multi-model studies such as those performed by the Energy Modeling Forum (EMF).
Model Boundaries
The choice of model boundaries depends on the research question and can greatly affect the results. For example, many energy system models examine only CO 2 emissions, but an EMF model comparison study concluded that expanding model boundaries to include non-CO 2 greenhouse gases reduced the total cost of mitigation [20] . Yet, if non-CO 2 gases are added to a model, then it is necessary to expand the scope of the model beyond the energy system in order to include mitigation options for non-energy processes that produce greenhouse gas emissions, which will increase the model complexity.
Models have structural as well as topological boundaries. The model equations are difficult to change in some energy system model generators such as MARKAL/TIMES; so, structural changes are generally limited to model variants (e.g. elastic demand response rather than fixed energy service demands [21] or myopic or stochastic variants of the model), new versions of the model generator or new modelling systems with the energy system model linked to another model. In contrast, the MESSAGE model code is designed with flexibility in mind [22] , and the OSEMOSYS model is specifically designed to be easily changed, but at the costs of limiting its size and complexity [7] . Since model boundaries can change in subsequent model versions, they should be considered in a model archaeology analysis.
Outline of This Study
In this paper, we formalise the application of model archaeology to energy system models in Section 2. We then illustrate the usefulness of model archaeology in a case study examining the UK MARKAL model. In Section 3, we examine how the model inputs have changed over time, and we use this in Section 4 to identify stages of model evolution and the influence of policy and research interests. In Section 5, we investigate how the UK MARKAL outputs vary between versions and how these variations are related to changes in the model inputs. We look for relationships between inputs and outputs in Section 6; then, we conclude by reflecting on the value of model archaeology in Section 7.
Model Archaeology
Model archaeology is different to more traditional model comparisons both because it assesses both ex post model inputs and outputs and uniquely characterises the evolution of a complex model using a series of qualitative and quantitative metrics. It differs from the ex post analyses documented in the literature [e.g. 11], in that comparisons are made against other versions of the model, not against actual developments of the energy system. The method therefore does not attempt to assess whether past projections were accurate 2 but focuses on the development of the tool itself. In this section, we formalise the application of model archaeology to technology-rich energy system models by defining a series of metrics to characterise changes in the model design and the model outputs.
Design Metrics
Since the aim of model archaeology is to characterise the development of the model as fully as possible, the choice of design metrics should depend on the design and purpose of the model. For energy system models, we propose that metrics should cover the following aspects:
1. Model paradigm and equations 2. Spatial and temporal dimensions 3. Energy system structure (model topology) 4. Modelled system constraints 5. Parameter data We collect these statistics for major versions of the UK MARKAL model to assess the model evolution. We can then understand how the model has changed by comparing these statistics against funded projects, publications and other outputs.
Model Equations and Variants
Since few changes to the model equations are likely in policyfocused models (Section 1.4), these are best described qualitatively rather than quantitatively. Some models are designed with the purpose of examining structural uncertainty by generating many variations of the equations (e.g. [23, 24] ). The metrics we are proposing are not appropriate for such models.
The model boundaries might evolve over time. Where these involve changes in the paradigm, for example to add a climate module to a global energy system model, then these changes should be reported as a paradigm change. Other changes that only affect the energy system structure should be reported in that section.
Spatial and Temporal Dimensions
The spatial dimension of an energy system model is normally defined by the geographical area covered by the model and the number of internal and external regions. 3 The temporal dimension is defined both in terms of the length of each time period (normally in years) and the number of time slices in each year (which can be seasonal, intra-day, etc.) for representing commodities such as electricity that are not easily stored.
Energy System Structure
The RES structure is likely to vary between different model versions. RESs are generally composed of many linked technologies, commodities, materials, demands and emission counters, and quantitative metrics are therefore used for giving a first-order estimate of the magnitude of the changes.
The first step is to characterise the overall RES in terms of the overall complexity, technology diversity and model boundaries. We assess the overall complexity by counting the number of technologies and commodities in the RES and the number of links between these technologies and commodities. We evaluate the technology diversity by counting the number of non-vintaged, 4 nondummy 5 technologies. We assess the model energy system boundaries qualitatively.
The second step is to characterise sectoral model development by disaggregating the RES by sector and evaluating the technology diversity in each sector. At this stage, it is also useful to assess the model balance according to the purpose of the model. Since most models are designed to provide insights into future energy system configurations and greenhouse gas reductions, useful metrics are a comparison of the technology diversity with the nominal energy service demands and the emissions from each sector. Since the technology diversity is likely to be sensitive to the heterogeneity of the sector (for example, the UK non-residential building stock is much more diverse than the residential building stock but has a much lower energy demand), these statistics are most useful for comparing different model versions rather than for judging the balance of a single model.
Many models have several inter-linked regions, each with a separate RES, and these could be analysed independently or as a whole (in many energy system models, for example TIAM-UCL [25] and MESSAGE [22] , each region has the same RES structure). It might also be beneficial to examine the number of links between regions, for example to assess the number of regionally traded commodities.
Modelled System Constraints
System constraints are used for a variety of reasons, for example to put limits on the growth or use of groups of technologies, to implement complicated technologies or to take account of non-modelled phenomena. System constraints are different to constraints that affect only single technologies or resources, which we analyse in "Parameter Data".
Many modellers find that the number of system constraints tends to increase over time and this can unnecessarily restrict model performance. For this reason, we evaluate the number of system constraints in each model sector. Another approach is to categorise each system constraint according to its purpose and to sum each type of constraint for comparison with other models. For example, categories might include system constraints required for correct model operation, government policies, technology limitations, consumer preferences and constraints to fix model weaknesses.
Parameter Data
Parameter data are the data of each technology, commodity, demand and emission. In a mature model, one might expect the parameter data to be changed more often than the RES structure. We assess parametric changes for energy system models by categorising similar types of data for each technology and evaluating whether a change has been made in each category. The categories we use are cost (including resource, capital and O&M costs), commodity flows (including inputs and outputs) and constraints (investment, capacity or activity constraints/bounds on particular technologies). This approach also enables us to find out whether some categories are changed more than others.
Output Metrics
The choice of output metrics depends to some extent on the model design and, in particular, the research questions that the model is designed to answer. This means that the choice of output metrics is less well defined than the choice of input metrics.
It is necessary to carefully define a suitable range of scenarios for analysis in all model versions. These scenarios should be consistent with the principal research questions.
For all technology-rich models, we would expect comparing the primary and final energy consumption in each sector to be useful. For those models that are used to examine decarbonisation pathways, the greenhouse gas emissions from each sector should also be examined. Other potentially useful metrics are energy flows, plant capacities and investment levels in sectors of particular interest. It might also be enlightening to examine how particular commodities are used in different model versions, for example electricity or bioenergy products, to understand the impact of changes to the model inputs.
Relationships Between Input and Output Metrics
Model archaeology can be a much more powerful tool if we can quantitatively compare how much model results change as a function of changes to the inputs. We might, for example, examine changes between model versions or compare changes over all of the versions in different sectors. Such metrics can show us whether output changes are more sensitive to some types of input changes than others (e.g. the energy system structure rather than parameter data) and whether the quantity or quality of the changes tends to have a greater effect on the results. We can also use these metrics to compare the relationships between inputs and outputs in different energy system models.
Application of Model Archaeology Input Metrics to UK MARKAL
In this section, we examine the evolution of the UK MARKAL energy system model using model archaeology by comparing the inputs of model versions over a 6-year period.
UK MARKAL was originally developed by the UK government for the 2003 Energy White Paper [26] and subsequently adopted by Ricardo-AEA on privatisation. The current version of UK MARKAL was subsequently developed at University College London (UCL). It portrays the entire UK energy system from imports and domestic production of fuel resources, through fuel processing and supply, representation of infrastructures, conversion of fuels to secondary energy carriers (including electricity and heat), end-use technologies and energy service demands of the entire economy [27, 28] .
Input Metrics
We apply the model archaeology metrics to the six production versions of UK MARKAL that are highlighted in Fig. 1 .
Model Equations and Variants
UK MARKAL has always been run using the ANSWER interface, and the underlying equations have never been changed within the MARKAL source code. However, several MARKAL variants have been developed over the last 8 years, including a hybrid macro research version of the model [29] . Elastic energy service demands have been used in the production version since v3.17 [21] , and a stochastic study recently examined the impact of relaxing the perfect foresight paradigm [30] .
Spatial and Temporal Dimensions
UK MARKAL has a single internal region that represents the UK in all production versions. The exceptions are the following: (i) the spatial hydrogen research version of the model, which disaggregates the UK into nine demand regions, six supply points and a set of 200 infrastructure development options for the purpose of constructing hydrogen pipelines; and (ii) the two-region model that includes Scotland as an individual region.
UK MARKAL uses 5-year time periods from 2000 until 2070 in earlier versions and 2050 from v3.25 onwards. The model was first developed at a time when time slices were restricted to three seasons (summer, winter and intermediate) and two intra-day slices (day, night). These six time slices are used in all versions except for a temporal research model which included four seasons and five intra-day time slices. The temporal version was created by the same project as the spatial hydrogen version.
Reference Energy System Structure
The evolution of the production versions of UK MARKAL in terms of the number of technologies/commodities/demands and the number of links between these nodes is shown in Since then, the total number technologies and links has increased slightly over time, but the graph shows that much of this increase is due to new dummy technologies being introduced for accounting or modelling purposes (e.g. to count the amount of fuel consumed in a subsector, for example for motorcycles within the transport sector). Over the 5 years of development shown here, the structure of the model technologies has been reasonably static, and model development has principally concentrated on improving technology data; when new technologies have been added, others have often been removed to avoid unnecessarily increasing the model complexity.
The UK MARKAL energy system boundaries have only been changed once. From v3.25, the RES was expanded to include the consumption of petroleum fuels as process feedstocks (e.g. bitumen production from oil). New energy service demands were defined for this change, which was implemented to enable the emissions from these processes to be counted for the first time.
We summarise the sectoral model development and balance in Table 1 . The total number of diverse technologies increased by 16 % between v2.1 and v3.26, but the changes varied greatly between sectors, with the technology diversity reducing in the process and industry sectors. Almost 90 % of the v2.1 technologies are still present in v3.26, 5 years later. Table 1 also compares the technology diversity in v3.26 with UK CO 2 emissions and nominal energy service demands in each sector. The model looks well balanced in terms of the demands, which reflects that energy consumption statistics rather than emission statistics were used in the design and calibration of UK MARKAL. At first sight, the model looks less well balanced in terms of CO 2 emissions, but process and service, the two sectors with high ratios, are more heterogeneous than other sectors; so, their relatively high numbers of diverse technologies are warranted.
The apparent stability in the UK MARKAL model does not mean that the structure of the model has received little attention apart from occasional additions. On the contrary, Table 2 shows that significant changes have taken place in several sectors, in particular for a major review that was completed by Table 2 shows that model improvement is not necessarily a continuous process. For UK MARKAL, the model has been reviewed and revised every few years and used for studies in between these reviews. Such an approach has only been possible because of the availability of long-term funding for model development; if UK MARKAL had relied on the smaller one-off research grants, then much less development would have been possible and updates would have been more sporadic and less strategic.
Modelled System Constraints
The number of user-defined constraints in UK MARKAL has risen steadily over time as shown in Fig. 3 . The apparent linear nature of this graph does not wholly represent the development of constraints in the model, which is similar to the RES development described above. Table 3 shows that the majority of the constraints affect the electricity, residential and transport sectors and that there has been a substantial number of additions and deletions, particularly in the major review in v3.17 when almost half of the constraints were changed. The total model rate of constraint change (combining additions and deletions) is 25 %/year.
Parameter Data
We categorise technology parameter changes into costs, flows and bounds, and we count the numbers of technologies with any change in these categories. Figure 4 shows the results for the UK MARKAL model. Cost parameter changes are most common in all revisions. The total model rate of parameter data changes (combining costs, flows and bounds) is 16 %/ year, which is similar to the rate of model RES structural change.
Parameter data changes are broken down by sector in Table 4 . The resource, electricity and residential sectors have received sustained attention with many changes in most versions. In contrast, few data changes have been implemented in the process, industry and service sectors (although the service sector has expanded substantially over time).
For those technologies that are present in all model versions, investment costs in the electricity sector have been increased for 39 % of technologies and decreased for only 8 %. While a similar trend has occurred in the transport sector (34 % increase, 19 % decrease), residential technology costs have been reduced (10 % increase, 23 % decrease). The cost of importing and mining resources has increased in 54 % of cases and decreased in only 4 %. Changes in the process efficiencies have similarly been focused on the electricity and transport sectors; in the electricity sector, process efficiencies have generally been reduced (28 %, compared to 7 % with increases), while a similar proportion has been increased and reduced in the transport sector (41 % decreased and 39 % increased). Most residential heat process efficiencies have been increased in later model versions, but few of these technologies were present in UK MARKAL v2.1.
Overall, the representation of the future energy system has become more pessimistic over time, with a trend towards higher costs and lower energy efficiencies. The macro variant of v2.7 was used to estimate the impact of decarbonisation on the UK economy, and implementing the most recent costs in v2.7 would increase these costs, although these increases would be offset by the addition of elastic demands and new mitigation options since v2.7.
Once technologies have been added to the RES, it is very rare that new cost parameters (e.g. operating costs) have been added in subsequent versions of the model. Parameter changes have tended to only alter existing data. Of those technologies with capital costs, only 80 % have fixed operating costs and 
Overall Technology RES and Parameter Changes
It is instructive to finish this analysis of UK MARKAL by understanding the overall combined changes between the first of the current versions of the model, v2.1, and the most recent version analysed here, v3.26. Table 5 shows that most of the residential and electricity technologies and half of the resource and transport technologies from v2.1 have been altered in subsequent versions, but that few of the process, service and industry technologies have been changed. Overall, 58 % of the technologies in v3.26 have been added or changed in the 5 years since v2.1.
Research Versions of UK MARKAL
The relatively stable structure of the production versions of UK MARKAL is in marked contrast to the research versions. Table 6 shows how the research versions differ from the production versions from which they were derived in terms of the number of links and technologies/commodities/demands. All of the research versions are more complex than the production versions, as a result of adding additional regions, disaggregating sectors or simply adding detail by expanding the existing structure. The key elements and insights from the research versions have then been distilled into the next production version, following a strategy that avoids implementing wholesale research version changes in the production versions to ensure that the model does not become unnecessarily complicated.
The Evolution of the UK MARKAL Model
Model development is often a haphazard process [1] , as we have demonstrated for UK MARKAL. We can use the ex post analysis of model inputs to identify four broad stages of development of UK MARKAL and to understand the drivers behind model development.
Stage 1: Initial Development
The modelling team received the AEA version of UK MARKAL in 2005 and initially planned only an extension, but v2.1 that emerged following extensive development was so radically different that it should be considered a new model. The aim at this early stage was to characterise the model [38] and to use it to identify UK decarbonisation pathways [39] . It had an important role in policy analyses for the Energy White Paper [40] and the Climate Change Bill [41] . A hybrid macro version of UK MARKAL was also created at this stage using v2.7 that was of particular interest to the UK government [29] .
At the end of this stage, UK MARKAL had been used to support four major policy analyses [42] .
Stage 2: Experimentation and Incremental Improvement
The second stage was marked by experimentation on the new model. Having tested the model and used it for initial studies, there was a drive to test the limits of the model by producing both spatial [31] and temporal [43] versions. These projects were supported by funding from a UK sustainable hydrogen energy project and from the UK Department for Transport, so led to substantial improvements to the transport sector in v3.17 for both technologies (Tables 3 and 5 ) and constraints (Table 3) . Model development was also supported by long-term funding from the UK Energy Research Centre, and an important new feature in v3.17, in 2008, was the addition of longrun elastic demands [27] . Residential heat was reviewed [44] , and the electricity sector received attention in most of these studies and was updated again. There has consistently been more interest in the decarbonisation of electricity generation than in any other sector in the UK, in both policy and research circles, and these have led to frequent reappraisals of technology data [e.g. 45, 46] . The high level of data availability has underpinned regular parameter updates in all model versions ( Table 4) .
The final important development in this stage was the production of a comprehensive manual [28] that greatly improved the transparency of the model.
Stage 3: Reflection
Having built, used and tested the limits of the model, the next stage could be characterised as a period of reflection. There was a consideration of how model scenarios should be constructed in the future [47] . The role of energy system models for UK policy analysis and research, and the appropriate level of funding for modelling activities, was questioned [10] . Meanwhile, projects began to examine model uncertainty by using stochastic decision-making to examine the impact of relaxing the perfect foresight paradigm in v3.25 [30] and through other methods.
The UK Climate Change Act 2008 [48] created the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) to assess the progress of the UK government towards reducing UK greenhouse gas emissions by 80 % in 2050. This led to several UK MARKAL studies examining decarbonisation pathways, including a study by UCL for the CCC [33] that led to the creation of v3.25 and a study by AEA for the Department of Energy and Climate Change [49] that created v3.26. The former included changes across the model (Table 4) , including the addition of many new constraints (Table 3) , while the latter concentrated on cost changes in the sectors of most interest to the government: electricity, residential, transport and resources.
Stage 4: Maturity and Reimagining
UK MARKAL has now reached a level of maturity. The uncertainty studies continue, and there is a continuing research interest in the benefits of expanding the model; for example, recent studies have disaggregated the transport and residential sectors [36, 50] and have examined the future of the UK gas networks [51, 13] . Efforts are being made to concentrate development in areas that have previously received comparatively less attention in the last 5 years; for example, the industry sector is now being completely revised in a major project. Particular weaknesses of the model framework, such as the representations of infrastructure and behaviour, are being studied in UK MARKAL for the first time. In the longer term, there is a reimagining and renewal of the model. A new model (UKTM-UCL), based on the TIMES framework, is being produced to replace UK MARKAL. The broad design follows UK MARKAL, but it includes many new features, such as tracking emissions of several greenhouse gases rather than just CO 2 and including non-energy sources of emissions and mitigation measures. It includes the most recent advances from research models and addresses some of the weaknesses of UK MARKAL, for example by much improving the use of time slices throughout the model and by greatly improving the representation of energy storage. With the advent of UKTM-UCL, it is likely that these stages of development will repeat over the coming years.
Influence of Research Interests on UK MARKAL Development
The subject areas of the 22 journal papers and 4 major reports that use UK MARKAL are summarised in Table 7 . Almost all of the papers that examine the whole energy system use the production version of the model (the Scotland 2-region research model is the exception). The presence of so many energy system journal papers is perhaps surprising; however, four of these examine macroeconomic and stochastic model variants while two others consider scenario construction methodologies. The number of research versions examining hydrogen and bioenergy reflect the specific project funding in these sectors. The electricity, residential and transport sectors are each the specific subject of two journal papers as well as forming the main focus of most of the energy system publications, which explains why they receive more attention in UK MARKAL than the other sectors.
While we can identify links between publications and model development, we cannot explain from this data why different parameters tend to receive attention in different sectors (e.g. investment costs for electricity and process efficiencies for residential heat). The availability of good-quality data is a key determinant that also affects model development, and this critically depends on the interests of stakeholders who fund the data collection. For example, early electricity sector decarbonisation has been identified as a key step towards meeting CO 2 targets by all versions of UK MARKAL [52] , and the UK government has had a particular strong focus on the electricity sector since the 2003 Energy White Paper [4] ; so, the government regularly commissions reports of the costs of electricity generation [e.g. 45, 46] , and these reports are used to update the model. Conversely, the residential sector predominantly uses natural gas, and lower carbon fuels are not likely to be adopted for decades; so, there is much less data collection that could support model improvement (although initiatives such as the Renewable Heat Incentive [53] could provide more data in the future). SH sustainable hydrogen models In this section, we examine changes in the UK MARKAL outputs from each of the six versions examined in Section 3 and link these where possible to model development.
Methodology
The UK MARKAL model was originally developed to identify lowest-cost UK decarbonisation pathways, and this is still the primary purpose of the model today. We therefore examine the outputs using two scenarios based around long-term decarbonisation targets:
1. No CO 2 constraint: a base case with no limit on CO 2 emissions. 2. With CO 2 constraint: A linear stepwise reduction in CO 2 emissions from 2020 to 2050 that in total reduces emissions by 80 % in 2050 compared to 1990 emissions, in line with the requirements of the UK Climate Change Act [48] . For the 3.xx versions of UK MARKAL, we additionally examine the impact of including elastic demand responses to the price increases caused by moving to a low-carbon economy. The elastic demand reference prices for each version are taken from the 'No CO 2 constraint' scenario.
We analyse these scenarios in each of the six model versions. The final model period varies between 2050 and 2070 in different versions of the model, but we run each version only until 2050 to prevent the results from being affected by the model time horizon.
Results
The primary energy consumption in 2050 is shown for each scenario in each model version in Fig. 5 . The variations between versions in the no CO 2 constraint scenario are small. For the scenario with a CO 2 constraint, nuclear electricity dominates in v2.1, but an increase in the cost of uranium enrichment in v2.7 causes much nuclear to be replaced by offshore wind generation. Biomass becomes increasingly important from v3.17 as a result of new biomass technologies introduced by a research project. The variations after v3.17 are smaller than between previous versions. Implementing elastic demand causes primary energy consumption to reduce by around 20 % in all four versions.
Final energy consumption is closely linked to energy service demand in all of the scenarios; so, there is little variation between sectors, except for transport, in any of the model versions (Fig. 6) . Demand reductions in the elastic demand cases reduce final energy demand. The other particularly notable trend is the addition of non-energy fuel consumption in v3.25, which is caused by the change in the model boundaries to include the non-energy use of petroleum-derived fuels.
Supply Sectors: Electricity Generation and Bioenergy
Electricity generation in each model version is shown in Fig. 7 . For the no CO 2 constraint scenario, coal is the dominant feedstock in all versions, and the total generation varies little, despite this sector being one of the most often altered. There is much more variation in the scenarios with a CO 2 constraint. Nuclear and offshore wind dominate in v2.1 and v2.7. Coal CCS is deployed from v2.7 but is replaced when coal-biomass co-firing CCS is introduced to the model in v3.22. The variability in generation technologies between versions reflects the frequent changes to the electricity sector but is unlikely to continue in the future, as new constraints in v3.25 limit investment in each type of generation technology to around 2.5 GW/year. The model is likely to always pick a mixed portfolio of technologies under these constraints.
The reduction in total output from v3.17 reflects the increase in overall low-carbon electricity generation technology costs, which reduce the competitiveness of electricity against alternatives. This trend is somewhat reversed in v3.22 and v3.25 by the new option of atmospheric carbon sequestration through co-firing CCS with biomass; this technology enables the model to implement lower emission reductions in other sectors where emission cuts are more expensive so makes the electricity sector more competitive. Figure 8 shows the consumption of bio-products in each model version. Bioenergy is only competitive in scenarios with a CO 2 constraint. Although numerous additional bioenergy technology routes are introduced into the process sector in v3.17, these are not responsible for the large increase in transport consumption of biofuels in that version. This increase is primarily driven by the increase in electricity costs; in v2.1 and v2.7, electricity is used to produce hydrogen through electrolysis, but this process becomes less competitive in v3.17, and ethanol vehicles, which use technologies from v2.1, become widespread instead. From v3.22, new cofiring CCS electricity technologies enable the model to sequester atmospheric carbon emissions, and biomass consumption switches to the electricity sector. A parameter change to increase the efficiency of biomass boilers in v3.26 causes biomass consumption to switch again to the residential sector and leads to the reduction in electricity generation shown in Fig. 7 for this version.
Demand Sectors: Transport, Residential and Industry
Transport sector fuel consumption is shown in Fig. 9 for each scenario. We assume that there will be only small cost differences between internal combustion, battery and fuel cell drivetrains by 2050; so, the choice of transport fuel is sensitive to small price differentials and to changes in the other sectors. There are two principal decarbonisation options for transport: (i) hydrogen and electricity, which both generally depend on the price of electricity since hydrogen is produced by smallscale electrolysis in most cases with a CO 2 constraint; and (ii) biofuels, whose competitiveness is sensitive to the alternative uses of biomass in the energy system as shown in Fig. 8 . This means that the switch from hydrogen in v2.1 and v2.7 to biofuels in v3.17 and back towards hydrogen by v3.26 is primarily related to model changes outside of the transport sector. Changes within the transport sector have less impact; for example, v3.22 has almost no changes yet is quite different to v3.17, while the many transport sector changes in v3.26 have little impact. Energy service demands are important; demand increases for buses, LGVs and HGVs contribute to the peaks in v3.17 and v3.22, but these demands are subsequently reduced again in v3.25. Introducing elastic demand only slightly reduces transport demand in the scenario with a CO 2 constraint because fuel is only a small part of the total cost of ownership of a vehicle.
Residential heat generation in each scenario is shown in Fig. 10 . Electric boilers dominate in v2.1 and v2.7 but become less competitive in v3.17 when the electricity price increases. Following the introduction of new biomass technologies in v3.17, an increase in gas prices in v3.25 induces a switch from natural gas boilers to wood-fuelled district heating. A substantial increase in the process efficiency of pellet boilers from 54 to 85 % in v3.26 stimulates a switch from district heating to biomass boilers. The introduction of pellet boilers is a good example of how a single important parameter change can profoundly affect the trajectories of several sectors of the economy. Figure 11 shows the industrial fuel consumption in each scenario. There is a similar mix of fuels in all model versions, which reflects the constrained nature of the industrial sector in the model and the lack of changes to the sector since v2.1. The main difference between versions is the electricity consumption, which depends on the relative price of electricity to other fuels and is affected by changes elsewhere in the model.
Emissions
The CO 2 emissions from each sector are shown in Fig. 12 .
Only the scenarios with a CO 2 constraint are shown; so, the total emissions are 120 MtCO 2 in each scenario. Industrial sector emissions are relatively constant in each version, but the emissions from the electricity and residential sectors vary substantially. The introduction of co-firing CCS technologies in v3.22 enables the electricity sector to produce negative emissions, reducing the need for emission cuts in other sectors. If biomass CCS technologies were introduced to the model, then much higher negative emissions could be achieved, and this would greatly influence technology choices in other sectors. An important change from v3.25 is the change in the model boundaries to include the process feedstock consumption of petroleum fuels, which cause a substantial increase in CO 2 emissions (marked Other Emissions on Fig. 12 ). Since the model does not have abatement options for these emissions, it must make greater emission cuts in other sectors to compensate. The boundary change was introduced to improve the calibration of the model to UK energy and CO 2 emission statistics and would benefit from the addition of new abatement options in future versions of the model. Figure 12 also shows the marginal CO 2 price in 2050 for the scenarios with and without elastic demand. Without elastic demand, this varies from £100/t to £150/t; it reduces with the introduction of co-firing in v3. 22 lower and more stable in the scenarios with elastic demand modelling.
Relationships Between Input and Output Metrics
We complete our model archaeology analysis of UK MARKAL by quantitatively relating changes in the model inputs to variations in the outputs, both within individual sectors and between model versions. Quantifying the magnitude of output variations in particular is not a trivial task. We suggest two methods in this section, and we hope to examine other methods in a future paper. We also hope to use such indices to quantitatively compare the evolution of other energy system models with UK MARKAL in the future.
Impact of Model Changes Within Sectors
It is useful to know if result variations within each sector are correlated with changes to the sectoral input data. In Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.5, we examined the overall rate of change of model inputs per development year by summing the number of changes (additions and deletions) to the energy system structure and to the system constraints and by counting the number of technology parameter data changes across all of the versions. For this investigation, we calculate the rate of change of inputs in each sector per year of model development across all model versions.
For our output index, we first calculate the coefficient of variation across all of the versions for each graph series. We then calculate the weighted mean of these coefficients of variation, with the weightings calculated using the mean of each series across all versions:
where σ is the standard deviation and xis the mean of series x across all model versions. 
Model Changes Between Versions
It is necessary to use a different measure to calculate the rate of model input changes between versions. We instead calculate the number of changes in the model structure, the number of system constraints and the number of parameter changes for each version, relative to the previous version. We exclude the residential technologies that were removed in v3.17 and reinstated in v3.22 from the statistics. We examine three model outputs: primary energy consumption, final energy consumption and CO 2 sectoral emissions. Since the model is primarily designed to identify decarbonisation pathways, we examine only the scenario with a CO 2 constraint. We use a different methodology for the model outputs than that in Section 6.1. For each graph series in Figs. 5, 6 and 12, we calculate the fractional change since the previous version. To ensure that the metric is not skewed by negative CO 2 emissions in the denominator, we calculate the absolute (i.e. positive) change for each series. We avoid skewing the results through large fractional but small absolute changes by firstly assuming a maximum fractional change of 100 % between any two versions for each series and by secondly calculating the weighted mean of these percentage changes, with the weightings calculated using the mean of each series across all versions. These operations can be summarised as follows:
where v is the model version, x is the graph series (e.g. coal use for primary energy, CO 2 emissions from the transport sector for CO 2 etc.), x is the mean of a graph series over the model versions v and n is the number of graph series. This output index varies between 0 (no change) and 1. Table 9 shows these input and output indices for each model version, and Table 10 compares them by dividing the input changes by the output index. Version 2.7 has very few changes from v2.1 (Table 9) ; so, the v2.7 results in Table 10 are not comparable with the other versions; it is a good example of how small parameter changes can substantially affect the results in a linear model. Had we instead divided outputs by inputs then the indices in such cases would be extremely high as the denominator would be close to zero; for comparison purposes, it is more useful that the index tends towards zero in such cases. In Table 10 , the indices are presented for the three combinations of input statistics. The coefficient of variation is also calculated for each set of indices (excluding v2.7) to examine whether the similar numbers of changes to the inputs lead to similar output variations across all of the versions. The indices in Table 10 are higher for v3.17 than other versions because the high number of input changes does not lead to relatively greater output variations. The primary energy and final energy indices are more consistent across versions than the CO 2 sectoral emissions, as shown by the lower coefficient of variations. The indices are most consistent between versions when all input changes (structural, system constraints and parameters) are included. This is an important finding that shows that all model changes, including parameter changes, can have an important impact on the model and should be included in the model archaeology statistics.
Discussion
We have defined a series of model archaeology metrics for both model inputs and outputs and applied them to the UK MARKAL model as a case study. In this section, we reflect on the value of model archaeology by considering what we have learned about UK MARKAL.
Balancing Model Detail and Complexity
The total number of diverse technologies in UK MARKAL has increased steadily over time but only by a total of 13 % over the 5 years, with 89 % of technologies in the most recent version also present in the first version. This is despite a technology turnover rate of 12 %/year, showing that many technologies have also been removed. The regular changes demonstrate a sustained commitment to continually improving the model, but there has also been a strong focus to avoid making the model over-complicated by adding too many technologies, thus avoiding the pitfalls described in Ref. [19] . Our metrics show that the technology diversity of the model has been reasonably well balanced in terms of sectoral emissions and energy demands since the first version. Perhaps of more concern is the steady rise in the number of model system constraints which could potentially overly constrain the model in the future.
The overall rate of RES structural change is not much lower than the rate of change of the technology parameter data, reflecting an experimental and incremental approach to model improvement. Changes have been very much focused on particular sectors (electricity, transport, residential and resources), which reflect the priorities of the UK government as well as the interests of the modelling team (as measured by journal paper output). Changes have to some extent been driven by data availability; for example, electricity generation capital costs have been regularly updated, using reports that are frequently commissioned by the UK government, while residential heat changes have focused on energy efficiency updates and costs have remained unchanged.
Our ex post analysis of input statistics identifies several long-term cost and energy efficiency trends in different sectors. Overall, the UK MARKAL representation of the future energy system has become more pessimistic over time, with a trend towards higher technology costs and lower energy efficiencies particularly noticeable in the electricity sector. This is interesting for two reasons. First, it means that estimates of the impact of decarbonisation on the UK economy, which were carried out using version 2.7, would likely increase were the analysis repeated using parameter data from v3.26. However, the addition of elastic demands and new mitigation options since v2.7 enable the model to avoid some of these increased costs; so, it is not clear whether the overall decarbonisation cost has increased or decreased; Fig. 12 shows that the marginal CO 2 price is broadly similar for all of the versions. Second, it The metrics that we have derived in Section 6 to quantitatively compare the impact of input changes on model outputs reflect these conclusions. While we find a link between the frequency of input changes within a sector and the magnitude of output variations in Section 6.1, there are still important output variations in sectors with few input changes because all of the sectors are affected to some extent by input changes in other sectors. This means that it is necessary that all sectors are accurately represented in the model in order to produce meaningful results. This characteristic of the energy system highlights the need for energy system models in addition to sectoral models but also limits the usefulness of sectoral inputoutput indices for model archaeology. We plan to extend these quantitative analyses in the future to better understand crosssectoral linkages by identifying the sensitivity of output variations in each sector to input changes in other sectors.
Changes in primary and final energy consumption between versions can be linked to changes in inputs but only if the minor changes in v2.7 are excluded. These metrics are most stable when all model input changes, including parameter changes, are incorporated into the input indices, showing that all model changes can have an important impact on the results and should be included in the model archaeology statistics. Yet, the metrics do not work as well for sectoral CO 2 emissions. Moreover, the higher indices for v3.17, which has a much greater number of input changes than the other versions, suggest that output variations might plateau once a threshold level of input changes is reached. It would be interesting to compare these UK MARKAL statistics with similar statistics from other energy system models to understand whether the linkages between inputs and outputs that we have found occur more generally across these types of model. We hope that other researchers will test the performance of the model archaeology metrics on their models so that refined metrics can be identified for widespread adoption.
Changes to the model paradigm can be just as important as changes to the input data; for example, the introduction of elastic demands to UK MARKAL reduced energy consumption in all sectors. It is important therefore to look beyond RES improvements to understand the limitations of and potential improvements to the model paradigm. For example, the UK MARKAL modellers have managed this challenge through the introduction of elastic demand, the creation of high-resolution spatial and temporal versions and through experiments using a hybrid macroeconomic version and a stochastic version.
Another benefit of the ex post analysis of inputs and outputs is a better understanding of the robustness of the model results. We can find out whether outputs are robust to changes to input data and assumptions (e.g. nuclear power) or whether outputs are simply consistent because that part of the model has not been updated in subsequent model versions. For example, industrial sector fuel consumption in UK MARKAL is similar for all model versions, but we do not Table 10 Indices linking input changes to output changes between model versions (calculated by dividing inputs by outputs). Results are presented for the three sets of input changes used in Table 9 . The same outputs are used for all three input sets. Where numbers in a column have a similar magnitude, this indicates that the number of input changes is correlated to the magnitude of the output variations across several versions. "cv" is the coefficient of variation across the versions except for v2.7
Version
Structural changes only + system constraints + parameter changes know if this pattern is robust to alternative methods of modelling the sector because it is virtually unchanged in all versions.
Process of Model Evolution
The model archaeology metrics show that improvements to UK MARKAL have been implemented at a steady rate over the last few years. Yet, different sectors have been changed in different versions, and some sectors have not been changed at all, partly because the updates have been influenced by research and policy interests and by the availability of better data. Yet, despite these influences, there has been a clear strategy to avoid overcomplicating any of the sectors. A number of research versions of UK MARKAL have been produced, but the changes have rarely been fed back directly into the production versions. This approach potentially reduces the transparency and repeatability of experiments using the research versions because the underlying production versions become obsolete. It also underlines how important it is to interpret model results within the context of a given project. Model archaeology can help bridge these difficulties by characterising the differences between production versions in terms of both inputs and outputs. Other researchers can then use this characterisation as a foundation to understand the differences between production versions and also the differences between a research version and the production version from which it was derived. The research versions tend to have much greater changes to the model structure than the production versions, and it would be interesting to apply model archaeology to compare the production and research versions of UK MARKAL in the future, to understand whether the results of research versions tend to diverge more as a result of these structural changes.
Broader Application of Model Archaeology Metrics
In this paper, we have described how model archaeology can be used to understand the evolution of an energy system model. Similar model archaeology metrics can also provide a qualitative and quantitative foundation for comparisons of different energy models more generally. Using modelling metrics on both an input and output basis, and critically taking into account the dynamic evolution of models, will significantly improve ex post model analyses.
Researchers could use the formal qualitative and quantitative model archaeology metrics to holistically analyse model inputs as well as to provide a fuller picture of the differences between models and the robustness of results to model improvements. In our experience, models that produce different results to the majority in inter-comparison projects can be less well regarded by the modelling community, albeit unfairly in some cases. The model archaeology metrics could potentially identify the causes of such differences and improve the usefulness of such comparisons.
Model archaeology can also help understanding the evolutionary process of separate production and research versions, such as for UK MARKAL, and can hence improve the transparency of research model studies. This directly links into calls for improved version control and quality assurance of models whose useful life is in years or decades [56] .
Model archaeology compels the modeller to perform a systematic review of the model and the modelling process. From that perspective, useful outcomes will include areas of model fragility and scope for future improvements. It provides a theoretical foundation for characterising models, and we hope that other modellers can use these techniques to underpin future research proposals and projects.
